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About This Game

Cyber Escape is an infinite runner in which you must survive as long as you can in an attempt to escape the police of a future
dystopian world after your smuggling run went 5d3b920ae0

Title: Cyber Escape
Genre: Action, Indie, Racing
Developer:
Fogbound
Publisher:
Fogbound
Release Date: 29 Mar, 2018

Minimum:

OS: Windows 10

Storage: 512 MB available space
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Having played this game, I'm left with a lot of feelings. Graphics/UI It is obvious looking at the style that there is an attempt to
emulate the cyberpunk style. I use attempt purposefully, as because of the lack of enviornment or detailing it is hard to use the
world style when talking about this game. The 3 towers that you pass are bland, and reppetitive within seconds. The cars aren't
detailed, and are boring to look at. To be honest, even the VRC effects are bothersome to me. I'd say remove it, but its cool and
could have a use. Maybe when being hit or something, but as is, its severely tiresome. As for the menu, it actually looks cool. I'd
say put more colors into it. Maybe a glowing gradient around the text or something. Also, you should be able to control the menu
with your mouse. Gameplay Most infinite runners are repetitive. This is to be expected. What normally helps them is a "twist" in
gameplay that makes them interesting. Something that changes the normal dodging mechanics. One More Line has its
movements. Temple run has turning and jumping. Flippy Knife has physics. This game does not. Besides dodging cars, there is
no variation in gameplay (except one thing that I'll get to). Maybe have a shield burst, or powerups, or increased speed. I feel the
controls are rubbish. They feel sluggish, and unresponsive. Maybe limiting the movement to maybe 9 snapping points would
help make it feel as bad as it does. Hitboxes are very fidgety as well, and a lot of the times it would be a coin toss whether or not
I'd hit them or they'd hit me. Also pressing is that at least 3 times in my short time playing I was given a situation that I could not
win. Because of the issues above, along with the (slightly) high price point, I wouldn't recomend this game at the moment..
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